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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the Viva Naughton Enlargement, Level II Study, was to identify a preferred
water supply alternative to provide additional water for users in the Hams Fork Valley.

These water users are a combination of:

• Irrigators growing hay for ranching purposes who are represented by a water user
association

• Towns including Kemmerer, Diamondville and Frontier which are represented by a
joint power board

• Small communities including Opal and Granger
• Industries including, PacifiCorp and Pittsburgh & Midway Coal Company (P&M).

PacifiCorp, one of the largest employers in the basin, operates Naughton Power Plant and
owns Viva Naughton Reservoir.  These users are located within a basin that extends from
headwaters in Bridger-Teton National Forest to a terminus at the confluence of the Hams
Fork with the Blacks Fork near the town of Granger in southwestern Wyoming.  The basin
drainage lies mostly within Lincoln County and is approximately 611 square miles.

To achieve the objectives of the Viva Naughton Enlargement Study the following steps were
undertaken:

1) Water shortages were identified.
2) Potential water supply alternatives were defined.
3) The amount of additional water provided by each alternative was quantified.
4) A comparative analysis of the alternatives was conducted.
5) A set of preferred alternatives was selected.
6) Conceptual designs of the selected alternatives were developed.
7) Opinions of probable cost were prepared for the selected alternatives.
8) An economic analysis with benefits and costs was completed.
9) A set of recommendations was developed.

2.0 BACKGROUND

The following three main water users divert most of the Hams Fork flows:

• Hams Fork Water Users Association (HFWUA)
• Kemmerer – Diamondville Joint Power Board (JPB)
• PacifiCorp

The JPB obtains their share of Hams Fork flows through direct flow rights of 6.45 cubic feet
per second (cfs) and storage rights in Kemmerer Reservoir for 1,776.28 acre-feet.  The
Kemmerer Reservoir storage rights consist of 1,058 acre-feet by permit #5302 Res and
728.28 acre-feet by permit #9776 Res.  This total was established by a bathymetric survey
completed with the repair work in 1994.  JPB also has an agreement with PacifiCorp for
1,000 acre-feet of storage in Viva Naughton Reservoir.  The PacifiCorp agreement requires
that Kemmerer Reservoir be held full.
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PacifiCorp takes Hams Fork flows through storage rights gained by the construction of Viva
Naughton Dam.  Using storage enlargement permit #7476 Res, PacifiCorp raised the original
dam to increase the storage capacity to approximately 45,465 acre-feet.  The permit
originally allowed the storage volume to be increased to 69,645 acre-feet, however,
construction of the dam raise was never completed.  In 1974, the SEO approved a second
storage enlargement permit for the reservoir (permit #7599 Res).  Under this permit, the Viva
Naughton dam crest could be raised to elevation 7,272 feet, resulting in a storage volume of
81,895 acre-feet with a water level elevation of 7,262 feet.  As of the date of this report,
construction of the second enlargement has not begun. PacifiCorp keeps both of the
enlargement permits (#7476 Res and #7599 Res) in good standing by performing studies and
seeking extensions from the SEO to build the enlarged dam.  Kemmerer Dam, which is
downstream of Viva Naughton Reservoir, and Viva Naughton Dam are both classified as
high hazard structures.

HFWUA members control most of the senior direct flow rights in the basin.  The members
divert most of their water rights to irrigate hay fields.  The diversions start above Viva
Naughton Reservoir and continue to within a few miles of Granger.  PacifiCorp and HFWUA
share the storage generated by the first Viva Naughton Enlargement completed under permit
#7476.  Because the enlargement was started but never completed, the amount of storage
HFWUA has in Viva Naughton is not clearly defined.  Through mutual agreement,
PacifiCorp provides the HFWUA with the top two feet of storage in Viva Naughton
Reservoir.  The agreement allows PacifiCorp to store direct flows out-of-priority during the
spring runoff and in turn provides storage for the HFWUA.  This storage however is only
available if the reservoir fills and is not a reliable supply.  More than anyone else in the basin,
HFWUA irrigators are impacted by water shortages.

In 2002, the State’s Water Commissioner in Cokeville, Jade Henderson, stated that a unique
arrangement exists in the Hams Fork Basin where water users discuss and coordinate
management of the available stream flows to promote and allow efficient use of water in the
basin.  This arrangement is demonstrated by irrigators with senior water rights not calling for
their water in the spring but instead, cooperating with PacifiCorp to store these flows in Viva
Naughton Reservoir for use later in the year.  In 2003, this pattern was changed somewhat,
when senior direct flow water rights were used to secure two weeks of early spring flows
before the reservoir was permitted to fill.  By the end of 2003, both PacifiCorp and HFWUA
agreed this new arrangement works well to meet both groups’ needs.

3.0 WATER SHORTAGES

Water shortages do exist within the Hams Fork Basin.

• Past studies have documented these water shortages.
• This study determined that shortages exist.

The river below Kemmerer is frequently limited to stock watering only.  Hams Fork is
declared futile when the senior water rights of Granger cannot be met.  Due to these limited
flows, the two larger users at the river’s end, Granger and Little America, rely on FMC, a
trona mining company in the area, to supply them water from the Green River.
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Under current conditions with approximately 8,500 to 9,900 acres being irrigated, the
average irrigation demand shortage is 1,470 acre-feet per year.  If the total 14,000 acres with
valid water rights were irrigated, the average shortage would increase to over 2,500 acre-feet
per year.  Both of these shortages are based on an agricultural reliability of 80 percent.

Neglecting a potential expansion of the Naughton Power Plant, additional storage required to
meet the existing irrigation demands 8 out of 10 years, and not cause industrial or municipal
shortages, would be 23,000 acre-feet.  Under the same conditions 43,000 acre-feet of storage
would be needed to meet the additional irrigation demand from 14,000 acres.

If PacifiCorp decides to expand the Naughton Power Plant and utilize the permitted storage
rights at Viva Naughton Reservoir even more storage would be required.  It was estimated
that 29,000 acre-feet would be required under this scenario to meet the existing irrigation
demand 8 out of 10 years (80 percent reliability).  Considering both the power plant
expansion and irrigation of the total 14,000 acres would limit the agricultural reliability to 52
percent and require capturing all of the available excess Hams Fork flows.

Municipal water shortages are documented in present watering restrictions and the limited
amount of water available for future growth.  Communications with JPB and the Lincoln
Uinta Association of Governments (LUAG) indicate the present supply is not sufficient to
attract new businesses to the area.  JPB has not been able to divert their 6.45 cfs due to low
flows at their diversion points enough times for the JPB to consider a new water supply
source.  One option they have focused on would be to pump water directly to their water
treatment plant from Fontenelle Reservoir on the Green River.

4.0 WATER AVAILABILITY

Modeling of existing and future demand scenarios using available stream flow gaging station
records determined that there are sufficient Hams Fork flows to meet all but total build out
conditions.  To meet the demands of total build out conditions, additional storage would be
required.

Additional water in the Green River can be pumped to Hams Fork from Fontenelle Reservoir
about 30 miles away.  The limitations for using this supply are capital and operation costs
and the need to secure water rights to this stored water.

Groundwater as a potential water source has been studied in the past and found limited by
quantity and quality.  The use of groundwater enhancement alternatives such as aquifer
recharge and alluvium flooding is limited by cost and timing issues.

5.0 PERMITTING AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

The single largest regulatory issue for any alternative selected to solve water shortage
problems within the Hams Fork Basin would likely involve compliance with the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).  Compliance would require applications for permits and
mitigation of impacts.

An enlargement of Viva Naughton Dam or the construction of a new dam would require a
404 Permit from the Corp of Engineers (COE).  Any alternatives that would impact the water
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rights and operation of Viva Naughton Reservoir would also require agreements negotiated
with PacifiCorp.

Mitigation measures would be required to offset environmental and cultural impacts
identified through the use of National Wetland Inventory (NWI) mapping, Emigrant Historic
Trail and Cultural Resource mapping, and information provided by the Wyoming Game and
Fish Department (WGF) and Bureau of Land Management. Impacts could be generated by
inundation of wetlands, game habitat, and cultural sites.  Impacts caused by supply canals
crossing sensitive habitats or new reservoir inundation limits that impact power lines or roads
would need to be mitigated.

Because Hams Fork flows support a good stand of willows, brushes, and other riparian
habitat and provide for cottonwoods and other large tree groupings, construction of reservoirs
on the main stem results in a greater number of impacts.  Storage on ephemeral streams result
in fewer wetland impacts but more big game habitat impacts.  By all accounts, the largest
impact would be approximately 530 acres of classified wetlands covered by the proposed
inundation limits of a raised Viva Naughton Reservoir.

6.0 BENEFITS

Benefits to offset the impacts and cost of developing a storage alternative include the
reduction of water shortages and the improvement of recreational resources in the Hams Fork
Basin.  It was agreed by reviewers of study draft reports in 2003, that a new reservoir would
improve stillwater fisheries.  The improvement to stream fisheries from additional storage,
though, could not be estimated.  The stream below existing Kemmerer and Viva Naughton
Reservoirs is already a “fishery jewel”.  According to the WGF, more study would be
required before a stream fisheries benefit could be quantified.

The benefits associated with a new facility that provides 40,000 acre-feet of additional
storage were estimated to be:

• $780,000 per year in direct and indirect irrigation benefits.
• $88,000 per year in direct municipal benefits.
• $345,000 per year in recreational benefits.

Hydropower was determined to be a marginal benefit was not considered further in the study.

7.0 EVALUATION AND SELECTION

The evaluation process was conducted in steps.  The process started with alternative
identification.  The Green River Ground Water Recharge and Alternative Storage Project
dated December 2001 screened 35 alternatives in the Green River Basin and identified the
proposed Viva Naughton Enlargement and Dempsey Creek Reservoir as potential storage
alternatives. This evaluation study, focusing on the Hams Fork basin, expanded the number
of alternatives to 37.  In addition to reservoir sites, the comparison also included the study of
potential alternatives such as groundwater development.
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After discussions with the project sponsors and Wyoming Water Development Commission
(WWDC), it was concluded that all the major alternatives could be placed into one of the
following categories:

• Pipelines and tunnels which would bring transbasin water into the Hams Fork Basin
for direct use or storage

• Storage reservoirs on Hams Fork or its tributaries such as the off-the main stem
storage site in Dempsey Basin

• Groundwater supplies developed with the construction of well fields
• Improved groundwater supplies that would allow pumping on a yearly basis (this

would include ASR, recharging the alluvium, and using the existing mines for
storage)

Potential pipeline alternatives would bring water from Fontenelle Reservoir.  Two capacities,
100 cfs and 150 cfs, were evaluated for pipeline alternatives to facilitate the timing of direct
irrigation use.  Alternatives with 100 cfs capacities would require temporary storage in the
basin to meet demand patterns.  A pipeline that would bring Fontenelle water directly to
JPB’s water treatment plant was studied separately.  This study determined the alternative
would require a 12-inch diameter pipeline, three booster-pumping stations, and would cost
$23,157,000 to deliver 5 cfs.

Potential reservoir sites studied included the Viva Naughton Enlargement, Dempsey Creek
Reservoir, Willow Creek Large Reservoir, Willow Springs Reservoir, Fish Creek Reservoir,
West Fork Large Reservoir, Opal Reservoir, Alkali Creek Reservoir, Naughton Power Plant
Reservoir, Upstream Watershed combination of smaller reservoirs, Kemmerer Enlargement,
Intermediate, Frontier, Upper Willow Creek, and South Fork Fontenelle.  General layouts and
dam locations for each reservoir alternative was prepared for the initial screening step.

Transbasin tunnels and groundwater enhancement alternatives were also configured and
developed to a point that quantities could be determined.

A first screening followed the identification process and was based on what would and would
not work.  It also identified what could be permitted. Of those alternatives that were workable
and could be permitted, a preliminary Engineer’s Opinion of Probable Cost was prepared.
The collected data and costs estimates were used as input for a formal matrix screening
process.  The screening process was used to limit the number of alternatives that conceptual
designs would be completed for.  The goal was to select a single alternative.  The screening
process used evaluation criteria and weighting factors.  Weighting factors that express the
importance of each category to decision-makers were established with the input of
stakeholders and the WWDC.

The screening process was completed during public meetings in Kemmerer and
Diamondville.  In those meetings, surface storage reservoirs were ranked high due to the
reliability of supply and lower costs.  Groundwater alternative were ranked lower than the
reservoirs due to the uncertainty of yield per the cost of development.  In summary, the
majority of sponsors and reviewers supported taking three storage alternatives (Viva
Naughton Enlargement, Dempsey Creek, and Willow Creek) into the conceptual design
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phase.  It was also agreed, at that time, to quantify the actual amount of wetland inundation
that would take place if Viva Naughton Reservoir were enlarged.

8.0 CONCEPTUAL DESIGNS

Following the Phase I screening meeting, work began on conceptual designs for the three
selected alternatives.  Design work included configuring, sizing, and quantifying diversion
structures, supply canals, dams, spillways, and outlet works as needed for the alternatives.

Based on the conceptual designs, an engineer’s opinion of probable costs was prepared for
each alterative in 2003 dollars.  The estimates were based on quantity takeoffs, supplier’s
information and general cost data and are tabulated in Table ES1.

 Table ES1: Summary of Opinion of Probable Project Costs in 2003 Dollars
Alternative

Item Viva Naughton
Enlargement

Dempsey
Creek Dam

and Reservoir

Willow Creek
Dam and
Reservoir

Embankment $12,748,900 $17,444,500 $7,017,200
Spillway 5,842,600 507,500 680,600
Outlet Works 406,000 1,095,700 1,595,700
Supply Canal - 4,778,800 10,110,300
Inlet and Diversion Structure - 478,800 450,600
Access Road 790,000 382,900 2,331,100
General 2,120,000 2,000,000 4,080,000

Component Cost Sub-Total $21,907,500 $26,688,200 $26,265,500

Engineering Cost $2,190,500 $2,688,200 $2,626,600
Sub-Total $24,098,300 $29,357,000 $28,892,100

Contingency $3,614,700 $4,403,600 $4,993,800
Total Construction Cost $27,713,000 $33,760,600 $33,225,800

Preparation of Final Design $1,939,900 $2,363,200 $2,325,800
Permitting $6,000,000 $675,200 $664,500
Legal Fees $554,300 $675,200 $664,500
Land Purchase and Easements $550,000 $550,000 $550,000

Estimated Project Cost $36,757,200 $38,024,200 $37,430,700
Use $36,800,000 $38,100,000 $37,500,000
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9.0 ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

Results of benefits analyses were coupled with a total project cost of $36,800,000 to
determine a benefit cost (B/C) ratio and the amount of a rate increase the stakeholders would
need to pay for a new storage project.  The economic analyses were completed assuming a
six percent annual rate of return and a 50-year repayment period.

The rate increase was based on distributing the annual cost for a loan to construct a storage
facility over approximately:

• 1,200 existing water taps.
• 14,000 irrigated acres.

B/C ratios were greater than one when project benefits were used to cover the cost of a
$9,200,000 loan (25 percent of total project cost).

Distributing annual principal and interest (PI) payments for a loan of $9,200,000 over 1,200
taps results in a fee of approximately $486 per tap per year.

Distributing annual loan PI payments for a loan of $18,400,000 (50 percent of total project
cost) over 1,200 taps results in a fee of approximately $973 per tap per year.

Distributing annual PI payments for a loan of $9,200,000 over 14,000 acres results in a fee of
approximately $40 per acre per year.

Distributing annual loan PI payments for a loan of $18,400,000 over 14,000 acres results in a
fee of approximately $80 per acre per year.

10.0   CONCLUSIONS

Conclusions from this study include:

• Water shortages do exist within the Hams Fork Basin.

• The JPB and HFWUA could solve their drought storage problems by constructing a
dam at either the Dempsey Creek or Willow Creek sites, or by enlarging the existing
Viva Naughton Dam and Reservoir.

• The JPB can solve their short-term drought storage problems by negotiating with
PacifiCorp to exchange storage in Kemmerer Reservoir for storage in Viva Naughton
Reservoir.  Such an arrangement would need to be approved by the SEO.

• Without a power plant expansion the total additional storage required to eliminate the
shortages would be 23,000 acre-feet.

• With a power plant expansion the total additional storage required to eliminate the
shortages would be 29,000 acre-feet.
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• Only by working together have PacifiCorp, JPB, and HFWUA managed available
stream flows efficiently.  This cooperation will need to be continued.

• Each of the three potential storage projects identified as possible candidates to solve
the shortage problems are estimated to cost around $37,000,000.

• Considering a 25 percent loan – 75 percent grant and a total project cost of
$36,800,000, loan repayments would be $583,700 per year.  If the project yields
34,000 acre-feet per year, the cost per acre-foot of firm yield would be $17.  The cost
of new storage would be $920 per acre-feet ($36,800,000 divided by 40,000 acre-
feet).

11.0   RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendations based on the results of this study can be separated into three categories.
The first category of recommendations are based on moving ahead with a WWDC Level III
supported project that would service the entire basin and would have Hams Fork Basin Water
Stakeholders:

• Form a water user district that can generate user fees to guarantee project financing
• Seek funding for a selected alternative from the WWDC
• Start the NEPA process on the selected alternative

The second category of recommendations can be termed “going it alone”.  The JPB could
move ahead and look for a separate water supply like a pipeline from Fontenelle Reservoir or
work out an exchange agreement with PacifiCorp.  The agreement would attempt to gain
extra storage by moving storage water rights that are not presently being used from
Kemmerer Reservoir into Viva Naughton Reservoir.

The HFWUA could also proceed to move ahead separately and construct a smaller reservoir
that solves their additional water supply needs, or work to secure more storage in Viva
Naughton Reservoir by seeking an agreement with PacifiCorp.

The third category of recommendations would be to perform additional studies to:

• Determine the mitigation costs and permitting requirements for the enlargement of
Viva Naughton Dam and Reservoir.  This cost for mitigations has been estimated to
be $6,000,000.  If this cost could be lowered, the project would be more
economically feasible.

• Determine the geotechnical conditions at the Dempsey Dam site and supply canal.

The best structural and economical development option is to form a legal water user district
and seek funding from the WWDC to proceed with permitting, design, and construction of
the Viva Naughton Enlargement or Dempsey Creek Dam and Reservoir. The funding request
should be for at least a 25 – 75 percent loan and grant mix, if not a 10 – 90 percent loan and
grant mix.


